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Questions about the construction of formations occupy a central position in the theory 
of formations. In addition to methods of constructing formations by means of group functions 
and screens (see Chap. I of [i], also [2-8]), there exist methods for constructing from two 
formations, say ~ andS, a third, which is naturally called a formation product. The sim- 
plest case of a formation product was introduced by L. A. Shemetkov [i]. Five important 
types of formation products are known (see [5-7]): the formation products ~ * i~ of the 
i-th kind, i ~i~5. There arises the following problem: Find those formations ~ and ~ for 
which the formatio~ ~*i~ is local. 

In the present note we consider this problem, which was suggested to the author by L. 
A. Shemetkov, for the formation products of the second kind. 

Suppose we are studying a nonempty class of groups U, closed under the operations S, Q, 

and Ext,, such that each group G in U possesses at least one~-projector and any two ~-pro- 
tots are conjugate in G (3 is a local formation in'H). In what follows, by a group we will 
always mean a group of class U, and by a class of groups (in particular, a formation) we 
will mean a subclass (formation) of U. 

Definition i. Suppose ~ is a local formation and ~ an arbitrary formation. Let ~* ~ 
denote the class of all groups in which an ~-projector belongs to ~. 

If ~ =~, then ~* 2~ ~ ~). 

The class ~.2~ is obviously a formation, which, in general, is not local. Note that 
special cases of the formation ~.2~ have been studied by various authors. In the class of 
solvable groups, Doerk [8], D'Arcy [9], and Beidleman and Makan [i0] studied the formation 

�9 j(p) (f a maximal inner local screen of the formation ~ andp a prime), Blessenohl [ii] 
the formation | and Doerk [12] the formation ~'2~ in the case where ~ is local. The 
formation ~*~/(p) in the class of groups with ~ (i~)-solvable ~-coradical was studied in [5-7]. 

We will denote by N~ the formation of all ~-groups of class H. 

A local screen f will be called: 

I) complete if ~/(p)~-f(p) for each prime p; 

2) S-closed if the formation f(p) is S-closed for each prime p. 

All other notation and definitions can be found in Shemetkov's monograph [i]. 

We first state as lemmas, without giving the proofs, three results from [5, 6]. 

LEMMA I. Suppose fl, f2 are maximal inner local screens of the formations ~i, ~2 re- 
spectively. Then ~i is a subformation of ~2 if and only if /i~/~. 

Recall that if ~ is a formation with maximal inner local screen f, then we have denoted 
by f* (see [5]) the local screen such that f*(p) = ~ * j(p) for each prime p. 

LEMM~ 2. Suppose ~ is a formation with maximal inner local screen f. If each group in 
U has a ~ (~)-solvable~-coradical, then: 

i) an ~-projector F of the group G covers each f*-central chief factor of G; 

2) each chief factor of G covered by an ~-projector F of G is f*-central. 

LEMMA 3. If ~ is a nonempty formation, ~ is some set of primes, and U~ ~ ~, then the 
local screen f such that 
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! (p) U~,;~ ~, i f  p ~ '  

is a maximal inner loca~ screen of the formation U~,~. 
t 

LEMMA 4. If i)' is a local formation and (~ a complete local screen, then the local screen 
~p* such that ~*(p) ~= ~ *~(p) for each prime p is complete. 

Proof. Obviously, q0*(p)ci~Ip ~*IP). Suppose G~p~* (p) and F is an ~}-projector of G. 
Then F/F~O~(G):~_FO~(G)/O,~(G)~:~(p). Since F(]O~(G)~_O~(F),, it follows thatf,lO~(F).~= 
~9 (p). But ~ i s  a comple te  s c r e e n .  T h e r e f o r e ,  F ~ '~)];~ (p) ~p (p). I t  f o l l o w s  t h a t  G ~_ ~* (p). 
The lemma is proved. 

Definition 2. Suppose ~ is a local formation and f a local screen of ?~. A subgroup H 
of a group G w)ll be called an /-~-subgroup if H covers only f-central chief factors of G. 

If i] is a local formation with maximal inner local screen f, then examples of /:<J- 
subgroups (/-~ ,subgroups) in groups with ~ (0')-solvable ~'~"-coradical are ~-projectors of 
groups (~'-normalizers of groups). 

\ 

LEMMA 5. Suppose i]~1~'~ are formations with maximal inner local screens fz, f2 respec- 
tively. Suppose f is a maximal inner local screen of the formaticn / form('~t*~,~). Then: 

l) q ~ / ,  *here q0 is the local screen such that T(P) = ~ * ~ / ~ ( P )  for each prime p; 

�9 2) if an ~{-projector of each.group G is an /~-~-subgroup of G (f* i is the local screen 
suchcthat /~(p)= ~{*~/i(P) for all primes p), i = i, 2, then: 

of %(p), where %(p) = U v, ~(p), T is the same screen as in 
~), ~ ~_/~ (p); 

~ (P) for all primes p ~ ~ (~'~), and the screens ~ and % 
are 

( 
a) f(p) is a subformation 

and p is ~ prime such that 

b) f~ ~ and I = ~' if ~ 
the same as in I) and a). 

Proof. We will prove the first assertion of the lemma. Assume it is false. Then ther, e 
exists a prime p such that ,# (p) is not contained in f(p). 'Choose in the class ~(p)\/(p) a 
group G having the smallest order. In view of Theorem 3.3 of [i], the screen f is complete, 
hence Oj, (G) = I. Consider the regular wreath product F = PeG, where ]P.I = P- Then F == N ~ G 
and N -= Oj~ ([') = I:., (F). Suppose F is an ,,~-projector of G. Since G~-= (p (p), we have F~/~ (p). 
But ~,, ~7~ ~'~. Consequently, by Lemma i, /"~/I(P). Applying Lemma 2 of [13], we see that the 
subgroup FCx'(F',<I'~) = FN is an ]'q-projector of F. It follows from Theorem 3.3 of [i] that 
the screen f2 is complete and F/F ~ N ~'- f~TV/N ~_ !~ (p), hence FN ~ ~S"- (P) ~- f2 (P). Consequently, 
i' ~ ~(p) ~ Iform (,~I*~]'2)- It follows that G~> 17N~/(p). Contradiction. Assertion I) is 
proved. 

Let us prove assertion 2). In view of Lemma 3 and the definition of the formation 
f [omn(~F*~) ,  in order to establish a) it suffices to show that ~i*o.~ is a subformation of 
the formation U/ (9(P), where p is a prime such that ~',~ ~ /~(p). Suppo'se G~ ~'i*,,~2 and H/K 
is a pd-chief factor of G. Then 6'/C~; (HI[() ~/i ~ (p). Consequently, an ~, -projector F of G 
covers H/K. Since .i~., c--~, and G :7--~'L*~,z, it is easy to see that F is an 7~~-projector of G. 
Therefore, by hypothesis, G/C~;(H/K)~=_ I* (p). It follows that 

It i~ easy to see that /~:(P) (7] (~',*~J-- ~ (P)- But it follows from Lemma 4 that ~ is a com- 
plete screen�9 Consequently, G/O~; (G) ~_ ~p (p), hence G ~ U.,,, ~(p). Thus, ~.~<~ I[/ ~0(p), 

Assertion b) now follows directly from Lemmas 1 and 3 and from 1). ~he lemma is proved. 

THEOREM. Suppose ~t, ~'.z are local formations. If an ~'i-projector of each group G of 
class U is an /~:-~ -subgroup of G (i = i, 2) and ~l = U~, then the formation ~'~(~ is local. 

P__roof.. Obviously, ~ * ~ cJ l form (~ .~}~). We will prove that I form (~h * ~) ~fi ,";, �9 ~ilh ' 
Assume this is not so. Choose in the class I ['o;,~ (,'~,. :,7~,_,) (~,, ~7i::) a group G having the 
smallest order. Then G has a unique minimal normal subgroup K, which coincides with G(,~,~'~) 

Suppose K is a ~'-group and F an 0'1 -projector of G. Then F ~ F/F ~ K ~ ~-~, hence G 
~ * ~ .  Contradiction. 
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Assume that 0~, (G) ~ I. If K is non=Abelian, then obviously, CG(K ) = i. Consequently, 
G ~/(K), where f is a maximal inner local screen of the formation I form (~i * 2~). It is 
easy to see that 91 has a maximal inner local Screen fl such that 

/I(P)=/Q~_~: if p ~ ' .  

It follows that ~i ~ 3~ c~ ;J'1 ~--: fl (P) for all primes p 6~_ ~. Let ~ be a maximal inner local 
screen of ~'i (] ~'2 (the formation r I~] ~!~'~ islocal by virtue of Lemma 3.7 of [i]). Then, by 
assertion 2) of Lemma 5, we have /(K)~f(p)C ~i*~2 for some prime p~. But :<~i1*2~I)(p)~ 
~I* 2~2 �9 Therefore, G ~31, ~2. Contradiction. 

It remains to consider the followi~g situation: K is an Abelian p-group, p ~ ~. Since 
3~ (] 32 ~/i (P), it follows from assertion 2) of Lemma 5 that G/(7(~ (K) ~ ~'i * 2~ (P)" Consequently, 
F/CF (K) ~ FC, (K)/Cc~ (K)~ ~ (p). Look at the chief series 

of F. In the section F~ ...73F ~ K all factors of the series (,~r are (i~ ~] i~)-central, 
since F/F ~ K _~ FK/'K ~_- ~ (] ~2. It is easy to see that C~ (K) c-_ C2 (F~/F~), ~ ~ k, k q- i, 

., t. ConsequentIy, F/C~ (F~71/'Fi) ~ ~ (p). Thus, F ~ 31 ~'~ ~ ~}~, hence G ~ ~ * ~. Con- 
tradiction. The theorem is proved. 

COROLLARY i. Suppose ~ is a local formation (i = i, 2). If each group in II has a 
(~i) -solvable ~'~-coradical and ~ Hn, then ~ *~ is a local formation. 

Proof. By Lemma 2, each ~i-projector of a group in H is an /i-~-subgroup of this group 
(i = i, 2). Then ~h * ~ is local by the theorem just proved. 

From Corollary 1 we easily obtain the following well-known result of Blessenohl, which 
has been proved by other methods. 

COROLLARY 2 (Blessenohl [ii]). Suppose 11 = ~ and ~" is a local formation. If H is a 
~-Hall subgroup of G and ]L/tf ~ cO (G) ~ ~', then H ~ ~'. 

Proof. By Theorem ]5.2 of [i], the set of all ~:a-projectors of ~ coincides with the 
set of all v-Hall subgroups of G. Since ~<D (G)/OP (G)~ I[/H ~ fD (G),~_ ig', it follows that 
G~QU (G)~ ~* 20 ~. But by Theorem 4.2 of [I] and Corollary 1 the formation (f~.~. is satur- 
ated. Therefore, G~ | hence [[~ 3. 
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